THE
FOURTH
ENGINE
While things are improving in at least one of Taranaki’s economic drivers,
dairying, the other is showing little sign of returning to pre-oil-crash
wellbeing, and a likely third prospect, tourism, barely registers.
So why is a small group of the region’s business people talking up another
possibility?
TIDE (Taranaki Innovation Development Ecosystem) has emerged from a
350-member organisation, Taranaki Technology, and they’re taking a
different approach to the encouragement and exploitation of new ideas.
They’re offering an initial free service to help people with a bent for
invention find a quicker, cheaper and safer path to the marketplace.
To contact them, go online to: https://www.tide.nz/
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aranaki needs a fourth economic engine, according to Richard
Shearer, something to better insulate us from the fallout when our
main motors get the splutters. “In fact, I’d like to see it as the first
engine,” says the New Plymouth businessman and one of several leading
members of TIDE.
It’s a bold vision. But there’s a debate yet to be had over whether
innovation should continue to be engendered through time-honoured
bureaucratic channels - with their emphasis on expert opinion, research and
development, and rigid funding rules – or something else?
The TIDE collective believes the appeal of their “something else” lies in its
apparent simplicity – no flash bricks and mortar, no tenured academia, no
funding rounds, no interminable research programmes…and initially, no
cost.
Sound fanciful? No, says TIDE member Dr Kristian Slack, an expatriate
English scientist with a long record in research programmes ranging from
stealth military ships to Formula One racing car aerodynamics to
camouflage paint. He also has one of the most unusual jobs in the world.
Slack is able - usually in the space of a few hours – to tell you whether
your invention is in fact an invention, or whether it was first made back in
the mists of time, maybe as long ago as the mid-1800s.

Richard Shearer

He’s a man with horrific war stories about companies, government departments and
individuals who spent hundreds of thousands, millions even, on something they thought was
new, only to have him quietly reveal that there was a patent or other evidence of the same
thing years ago. He calls it “inventing second”.
One example – and he works globally, so he has them from around the world – was a group
of investors who spent many millions developing what they thought was a new kind of car
engine, only to have him find something much the same was invented in the 1930s, and a
version had appeared in a popular car brand model in the 1980s.
So-called innovation, he says, is fraught by such misadventures, but that’s not in fact his
biggest concern about the way most countries approach it. That revolves around our
approach to R and D, research and development. He’s adamant that R and D rarely
engenders innovation.
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“What R and D actually means is that somebody’s very busy doing
things – measuring things or testing things or whatever.
“The problem I see a lot of – particularly for large organisations, and
it’s the same in business and universities - is that very few people are
well-practised at the process of invention, the process of coming up with
ideas, testing them, challenging them and putting them under scrutiny,
and prioritising them.
“That’s because it’s not a continuous process. What happens in a
university or Crown research unit is that a funding round will come
around every financial year or every five years or whatever, and
everyone sits around and says: ‘What are we going to throw in the pot to
get some funding?’
“Some it becomes a question of tenure rather than about something that
works.
“Unfortunately, the government and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) are driven by this well-meaning
belief that innovation will be achieved by spending more on R and D.

Kristian Slack

“There’s an awful lot of failure. The problem with failure is not that it’s a bad thing; it’s that
if people really believe that what they’re doing is the best thing, they don’t want to know,
they don’t learn from other people’s failures. They fall in all the same rabbit holes.
“I suppose what we’re trying to do is say if somebody’s already done it, it’s not a bad thing,
but the way in which you make money out of it will change, depending on what can change.
“It can be a good thing if identified early, kind of standing on the shoulders of those who
have gone before and accelerated market entry. But it’s a bad thing if the re-invention has
already occurred and serious time and money has been spent.”
TIDE will offer initial search services free of charge for anyone bringing an invention to the
group for the first time.
If the initial assessment identifies opportunities, TIDE members are offering to work with
inventors on market strategy, a business path and commercial models, as well as connecting
them to the existing network of assistance and funders, like Venture Taranaki, Launch
Taranaki and others.
The main thing is to do the initial assessment quickly and at minimal cost: “Fail fast, succeed
quickly,” the TIDE members believe.
Shearer says it’s encouraging to see that New Plymouth District Council, the new ‘Make
Way for Taranaki’ strategy, Venture Taranaki, Callaghan Innovation and MP Jonathan
Young “are interested in this topic right now. We want TIDE to fit unto that.
“While we support Jonathan’s vision of some built space in the future – and that’s of course
what many cities now have – we think we can get the beginnings of an innovation institute
up and running quite soon, quite cost effectively, and for it to be able to be reviewed based
on how it’s performing.”
The new service will kick off at Manifold, a shared working space in New Plymouth CBD.
Proprietor Graham Nelson says TIDE will create a platform there where ideas can be
validated quickly. “We’ll provide a centre for people to come and test those ideas.”
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Innovation incubation - the TIDE team

Bringing new
ideas to life
Nick Jones (Indemic) and Patrick Mills
(DEFT)
Mills and Jones are industrial designers operating
out of the old Underwood Engineering factory in
Inglewood, a veritable museum of manufacturing
machines and workshops.
Jones operated Indemic in Auckland for about
five years before migrating here in late 2016 to
occupy a spartan-but-sunny first-storey office in
the building that once produced Fun Ho! toys.
Patrick Mills (left) and Nick Jones with a clay model
of a medical monitor they are working on.

Mills joined forces with Jones in 2017 after a
period in several design and manufacturing
management roles.

Desks and computers share space with partly dismantled baby strollers, a couple of home
brew beer tanks and fittings, cattle pill dispensers, and remnants of clay models for items like
a medical monitor of intra-cranial pressure (see pic) or pressure in any part of the human
body.
The pair - who studied together for their industrial design degrees at Massey University
more than a decade ago - has access to the building’s workshops, where they sometimes
make prototypes of the items they’re developing.
They use computer-assisted-drawing tools on their PCs, but still prefer to mock up a product
using clay or other low-tech means so they can get a physical handle on it. They move to
tools like 3D printing as the product ideas become more advanced.
“After doing this for 10 years or so, you’ve developed a toolkit of things you have to do with
an idea to get it to the end product,” says Jones. “With innovation, no one kind of process
works.”
Mills: “We try to bring an end-user understanding to a problem. A client’s innovative idea
may be quite different from where a user sees real intrinsic value. We contribute just by our
way of thinking and approaching things. It always comes back to the idea of problemsolving, testing and iterating.”
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Mills and Jones wrap a service around inventors and companies who have great ideas but
who may lack the skills or resource to get to a robust and market-ready outcome.
An example is a client who’s been an engineer most of his life, is close to retirement age, but
has launched a second career developing new products.
Jones: “He’s got a workshop and all the gear, and he’s really good at coming up with
engineering prototypes that solve problems. But he doesn’t necessarily have the skills to
develop it into a product which meets the needs of the market, looks professional, and can be
made at scale
One project has involved developing a range of bottle-filling machines that can be used for
packaging craft beer, which has boomed in the last decade.
“A bottling machine might cost a hundred grand. Our client has an alternative patented
technology that achieves a better result at a much lower price, an entry-level price.”
Mills: “His invention gets oxygen levels – which spoil beer over time – to extremely low
levels, in fact well below the industry standard for a $100,000 machine. We may set up the
manufacturing facility on his behalf and then help him to build the brand and market
presence, as well. He’s not very interested in that part of commercialisation.”
Their work is varied, some of it associated with research at Auckland University.
Jones: “Institutions are in the same boat as individual inventors – they sometimes don’t
know where to take a new product, or lack all the skills in-house.”
They have prototypes of a device that administers health products to farm animals.
Jones: “We went up to Waikato and spent a day with a couple of farmers seeing what they
do when they dose animals. We noticed something the client hadn’t – that farmers stand to
one side so they can hold the animal’s mouth open, and that meant the trigger on existing
products was hard to get at.
“Seeing the problem first-hand is the key to generating clever insights. Companies come to
us and say what we think the problem is – but that’s their version of events. We can sit back
look at it slightly differently.”
Jones says most inventors often focus entirely on the product or the engineering, and often
don’t think about the end-user, or how it might be produced and sold in the marketplace.
“They can get to the end and run out of money or enthusiasm. You need to start those
processes in tandem a little bit. Creating a product is only part of the journey - you also need
to get to market”
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How not to
‘invent
second’
Kristian Slack (InnovIQ)
Dr Kristian Slack ought to be the first person
consulted when someone thinks they’ve
invented something. He’s one of the few people
around who in a matter of hours can tell if
they’re right.
He searches for patents, articles in publications
like Popular Mechanics, historical accounts of
prominent people (the kind who tended to
invent things or invest in them) or other written
evidence that probably there is nothing totally
new under the sun.
His service is a good way to save money that might otherwise be wasted on research and
development based on gut feeling and so-called expert opinion.
Slack is no longer surprised by people’s capacity to convince themselves and others they’re
on to a sure thing, or how late in the piece companies and inventors consult him. Sometimes
they’ve already spent millions on developing something that was patented or described as
long ago as the 1850s.
He recalls learning about innovation from his father, an engineer who went through an
apprenticeship at the UK’s central electricity generating board, a non-university background
that encouraged creativity when it came to finding solution. “With those sorts of people, if
you give them something that’s broken, they’ll work out a way to fix it.”
Slack, though, went to university, getting his first degree in chemistry. After graduating, he
did research on electro- and magneto-rheological fluids, which change viscosity with applied
fields, as well as working for companies like the Williams F1 motor-racing team.
He was asked if he wanted to do a PhD with the university, which was originally Cranfield
College of Aeronautics where Frank Whittle worked when he developed the jet engine.
He moved onto research into adaptive aero-dynamics for racing cars, then took over a project
to improve corrosion protection for the Royal Navy and develop electromagnetic stealth
technology for ships and submarines.
Before he left for New Zealand in 1999 to work for the then-DSIR, he was approached by
Gibbs Technologies, owned by Kiwi entrepreneur Alan Gibbs to provide expertise on Gibbs’
amphibious car project. He returned to the UK in 2001 and worked for a company
developing advanced camouflage materials and then to Australia in 2002 to work for an oil
and gas services company.
Slack and his wife, a Kiwi, first arrived in New Plymouth in 2004, brought here by Witt and
the Engineering Taranaki Consortium to start an innovation centre called the International
Centre for Innovation and Applied Research in Engineering.
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Lack of funding and other problems saw the initiative die, so he was redirected to a full-time
role with Engineering Taranaki Consortium/CApENZ in new product development where he
honed his skills and developed processes in evaluating opportunities for development and
investment.
Slack could see that there was significant opportunity in supporting a broader range of
businesses and investors with their innovation efforts here and offshore and in 2007 he
established InnovIQ.
“I do it all entirely online. You just need to know where to look. It helps to have a good
general knowledge and a general understanding of the product or service or idea you’re
looking for, but in fact I can start from cold and find out whether something’s new or not.”
Not only is this information vital in saving investors, universities, companies and
government departments enormous amounts of time and money wasted on researching and
developing something someone somewhere patented in 1920 or whenever, it enables a
change of strategy that can greatly hasten and simplify a product’s path to market.
Not all is necessarily lost when a prior version is discovered. It might still be adapted, copied
or produced in collaboration with the original inventor, depending on timing, how earlier
production and marketing mistakes can be rectified, and how the market or the problem the
product fixes have changed.
Slack’s service is also handy in fighting “patent trolls”, people who collect old patents and
sit on them, waiting for someone to infringe or copy them inadvertently. They demand
ransoms, often in the millions of dollars
One of his best war stories involves a world-renowned company that asked him to check its
claim to have invented a particular product. “They sent me the details at 2pm one Sunday,”
he recalls with a smile.
“By 4pm I got back to them to advise that their ‘invention’ was more or less identical to two
others registered in the 1930s. They had invented second.”
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Finding the niche
Richard Shearer (QP Sport)
Not all innovation requires something entirely new to be invented.
Sometimes, it’s a matter of further development of an idea that’s been around a while. That
and timing, and discovering new markets.
That just about sums up the success Richard Shearer has had with his company, QP Sport,
which makes chest protectors and sports bras, and exports them around the world.
He bought the company in 2005 from well-known motor racing mechanic and businessman,
Max Rutherford, who himself had picked it up after the concept’s early development by local
people, whose early target markets included women soccer players.
Ultimately, while that concept didn’t take on, Max found the protective wear suddenly
popular with women engaged in karate and fencing. Now, Shearer has found interest from
women runners, some of who prefer his product to those specially developed for athletics.
Shearer says QP Sport was established in the early 1980s after nuns at a girls’ school in New
Plymouth concluded that young women playing soccer should have their chests protected.
“Back in those days, there weren’t girls’ grades, so they played in boys’ grades,” he says.
“So that was the vision the company began from – that girls needed to have protection for
their chests and breasts to promote confidence in their sport.”
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The business grew slowly, never selling large volumes
to women soccer players. But New Zealanders involved
in fencing and karate took the products to Europe and
gradually by the early 1990s they became the default
protectors for women competing in those sports.
Shearer began work in the early 80s doing an
instrumentation apprenticeship with what was called the
Natural Gas Corporation and an NZ Certificate in
Engineering at Witt, with measurement and control.
He worked in the oil and gas industry all round the
world until the mid-90s, when he settled back in New
Plymouth.

Max Rutherford spars with a model wearing
QP Sport’s Maxi Guard plastic shell.

After selling his web hosting and domain name
registration business Freeparking in 2005, he and his wife spotted QP Sport advertised for
sale. They developed it further and now have customers in 50 countries. “We’re the only
company in the world focused entirely on chest and breast protection.”
Expansion involved looking at opportunities for growth. “That’s where this word
‘innovation’ comes in. If you talk to the theorists, they’re likely to say it’s ‘invention plus
exploitation’. But when you’re running a business, it’s more like ‘new, profitable business’.
“The opportunities for us were new markets, which is pretty obvious; but then I like to think
of the analogy of rings in a pond when you drop a stone into it. The first one is ‘near thing’
opportunities, our existing markets. If we can find a new product, we can get it into the
market through our existing distribution systems and have new business very quickly.
“The next ring in the pond are things like related opportunities, such as other sports and
applications. We’ve done a lot of research on that. The third ring is more ‘blue sky thinking’.
That’s what else could we be doing?
“Not long after we bought the business, girls started telling us that the bra we make for
karate works better than their sports bra for running. So they wear our bra when they’re
running.
“Dr Kristian Slack helped me put some rigour around trying to understand this insight, of the
karate bra being better than a sports bra. We searched the world for universities involved
with breast bio-mechanics, which is basically the science of breast motion.
“Women can get pain from breast motion, but when that pain is eliminated they get
confidence and capability. We settled on using the University of Portsmouth in England, and
we tested our karate bra against sports bras available at the time. And we found, yeah, it did
work better.
“Then we thought that the karate bra has quite a rigid shell, so it’s not quite the right look or
feel for runners. So we went to a clean sheet of paper and designed a new bra, in which we
reduced the thickness of the active component. We tested it and found it worked – it was
basically off the charts. It was the best bra the university had ever tested.
“Through another few processes of iteration, we worked out that we could remove a lot of
the material over the breast cup and create what we call a cantilever wing under the breast
that we were able to patent. The pathway we’re on with that is to license it through other
companies.”
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Somewhere to innovate
Graham Nelson (Manifold)
Graham Nelson is an Irishman who’s been here long enough for his lilt to fade – unlike his
enthusiasm for helping Taranaki innovators find a way to succeed.
He runs Manifold, a modern first-storey open-plan office space in a building on Devon St in
New Plymouth’s central business district. It’s what’s called a shared space. If you’re a startup or small company or just a sole operator looking for human contact while you work,
Manifold will for a small fee provide desk, chair and access to wifi and a good coffee
machine…and like-minded people.
He fits into the TIDE innovation initiative because he’s offering a location where inventors
and innovators can come and run their ideas past the TIDE people featured in this article.
There’s no charge for a first visit and session to see if the idea has promise.
“We rent space and facilities to businesses at an early stage. A lot of what we spend our
energy on is those start-ups and try to give them an opportunity to co-locate and therefore
accelerate what each does in terms of sharing ideas and support.
“A lot of our focus is on the community, ensuring that one user, a member of our space,
knows everyone else in the space and what skill sets they have, so they can come in and start
leaning on and supporting one another.”
Nelson has been in New Zealand for 11 years, the first five in Wellington. “I studied fine
arts, so I have a visual background. But quite quickly I moved into the tech space, working
as an interactive designer in various advertising and digital agencies.”
As well as running Manifold, Nelson also works as a user-experience designer at Efinity
Digital.
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“I’ve always been in the digital community, and co-working has been strongly adopted by
that community. I came across the idea through blog posts and podcasts, and slowly began to
think that New Plymouth could really benefit from something like that.”
They’ve been going for two and a half years, and have a community of about 25 or so
regular customers. “Each day is a little bit different, because people’s schedules are different.
We’ve got fulltime people here, and some people come and go. Some we might see quite a
lot for a month and then not again for several months.
“We’ve got a whole raft of ways of using the space. A fulltime permanent setup is $475 a
month, while casual use like dropping in for a day is $35 a day. And there’s a range of ways.
We offer a time pass, so people can buy a block of 40 hours so they can come and go as it
suits.”
He also runs events that are intended to help not only those who use the space but also the
wider community. “These are a lot of start-up related stuff. The signature event is Start-Up
Weekend, which is a global event for which we hold the Taranaki chapter.”
For that, 40 or 50 participants come and pitch ideas, form teams, and spend the weekend
using a lean canvas methodology. “That’s a quick way of evaluating some of your thinking.
It’s facilitated, and we have a bunch of mentors from the community and experienced
business people with diverse backgrounds that can help support the teams.
“We also have a series of meetups, where we sometimes have a guest speaker. We typically
have 30 or so people attend those talks. We have a monthly breakfast meetup called Bounce,
for freelancers who can share a problem they’re having and everyone will brainstorm that.
“We have one for the art community called Not Nice, at which one artist presents and the
others critique the work. And then there’s a dot-net, kind of coding, geeky meetup, as well.”
Fulltime space users include First Check, which came out of a Start-Up Weekend. “They’ve
developed an app that assists with early detection of skin cancer and melanoma by enabling
you to take photos of skin concerns which can be sent to a dermatologist.
“We’ve got Hayload, which is an agri-tech company that helps farmers manage contractors
on their farms. We’ve got Shout Beer, who’ve built an online beer-selling website that
allows you to thank a friend by shouting them a six-pack of craft beer.”
Remote workers are people who have chosen to come and live in Taranaki, and bring their
work with them. “We’ve got people using this space who work out of London, Hong Kong,
Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch. They’re coming here for the lifestyle, and technology
enables them to work from here.”
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Uniting PCs and people
Matt Sagen (Autom.io)
By the time Matt Sagen was old enough to go to
San Diego University, he’d lived with computers
so long he decided to take a degree in something
that would teach him about people.
“I wanted to be well rounded,” he recalls. “I got a
degree in anthropology so I could understand the
human side of all this.
“It’s served me really well, because good
software development is as much field work as
anything.
“I already had the skills to communicate about
the code and the technical aspects of the job, so
it’s allowed me to get into the heads of my
customers and get into their business and
understand the culture.”
Sagen is one of the computer hands behind an
innovation that’s attracted $1.2 Million in
investment funding.
It’s a software programme he has developed with
New Plymouth lawyer Claudia King and fellow
software developer Michael Mitchell that
automates many of the routine paper tasks that
confront law firms.

Matt Sagen, working at home beneath a painting
by his mother, Thea Sagen, who incorporated paua
shell features in her artwork.

Sagen was born and raised in California. He and his wife, Mary, fell for New Zealand almost
16 years ago on a three-month trip.
“We ended up spending almost half of our time in Taranaki working as volunteers on an
organic farm, and made a pact to live here one day. We not only fell in love with the
landscape and the people, but there’s a helluva lot going on here. At that time, I didn’t know
Taranaki had all this innovation bubbling away.”
He was trained from a young age as a programmer by his father and brother. “My father saw
that computers were it, so he bought every machine that came out, for us to learn how to
code on…and break, and fix. I was doing computers from a very young age, and writing
little programmes.
“I’ve run Limitless Resources for nigh on 10 years now with Michael, and now we’ve pretty
much fully dived into Autom.io.”
The name came from his trying to figure out how to put a fun brand on automation, to come
up with a friendly brand. “There’s kind of a trendy domain that’s called .io, so I figured we
could make that part of the name, and you just pronounce it ‘automio’.”
The original challenge to automate law documentation came from Claudia King’s father,
Dennis King, “who wanted to be able to draw on his screen, from within his brain, and it
would end up as a document. That was my design brief three years ago.
“All this came from Taranaki Technology, which is where I met Claudia. It was founded
largely on the efforts of Kirsty Godfrey-Billy, a partner at PWC for some years. She pulled a
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small group of us together to start this about seven or eight years ago. Then she left to
become a chief executive at Xero. All the rest of these guys involved with TIDE have come
via Taranaki Technology.”
Autom.io will contribute to TIDE by helping get inventors and innovators to the right
programme, either a mentorship, funding programme, course, or expert service. “Knowing
where to turn at any given moment is quite a trick. You’ve got to do a lot of research.
“Autom.io is a tool that you put in front of an expert, like someone from Callaghan
Innovations or a team from these different places, and they map out, draw a flow of the
process of interviewing you to figure out where to guide you.
“With TIDE, you come in and in a self-service way you can pop in to Autom.io and start
answering questions one at a time. What phase are you at with your idea? Do you have a
prototype?
“You’ll be able to come along and be interviewed by an expert, in your own time, 24/7 on
the internet, and end up with actionable recommendations, a document that’s a recipe for
what you need to be doing right now.
“We’re doing it in a way that doesn’t require developers. We’ve basically coded ourselves
out of jobs, which is why I’m really happy to be a stakeholder in Autom.io, because if we’re
successful I won’t write code any more – I’ll be empowering people with no coding skills to
automate anything their heart desires.”
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Adversity’s the
mother of
invention
Adrian Sole (Efinity Digital)
Efinity Digital, the computer software company
Adrian Sole manages, is what’s called a “full
stack” software house.
Come again? “We do web, which is the more
traditional stuff, but where we differ is we also
do software development,” says Sole. “We do
Apps right through to making turnkey software
solutions to fundamentally solve a problem.”
Turnkey software? “It means we do the design,
backend, frontend, functionality – all provided,
so it does what it says on the box. You can start
using it.”
You could say that Efinity is one company that
has indirectly benefited from the downturn in the
oil industry, a recession that has forced
companies to economise.
One way they could do that was rationalise the
use of helicopters when flying staff to and from
offshore platforms, and that’s where Efinity
found an opportunity.
It developed a programme called Trackit Energy, a software package for the oil and gas
industry. “It allows our clients to collaborate and share assets, human and physical –
helicopters, boats, service companies.
“It means you can have any number of people looking at the same data and knowing, for
example, there’s room on a helicopter to get someone out to an offshore platform. Do they
have the right certifications and competencies, and would they expire while they are out
there? Is there a place to sleep? Are there any other duties while they’re out there? Can I get
them back?”
Before the package was developed, most companies were using spreadsheets, which was
hard work if there were several companies involved. “The companies’ old systems were all
designed for single use, and they needed to be designed for multi-use. The local offshore
community all use Trackit now.
“It’s not unique in the world in terms of logistics packages. They’re out there. But in terms
of oil and gas industry, they all had legacy systems designed for single client use and
function over form.
“What we designed has come off the back of necessity, because there’s only one helicopter
company operating here off Taranaki, and the various oil facility servicing companies
needed to be able to schedule people.
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“What’s happening globally is that the oil companies are aware oil is $50 a barrel and they
are looking to save money by sharing helicopter flights, compared to when the price was
high and they all ran their own services. This programme enables efficiencies, better
compliance, lower costs.
“We’re taking Trackit global and we’re picking up business in all sorts of places. Trackit is
an example of something that has come from a problem that’s driven a need to find a
solution.”
He refers to an old saying – evolve or die – and says Efinity listens and understands what
clients are trying to do, fix, solve or provide.
“The old way of doing things was: ‘Tell us your problem’, and hopefully we’ve understood
it, and we would then stop talking to you, go away and build something that was probably
very functional but potentially also wrong. Then we’d take it back to the client and they’d
say: ‘Well, that’s not what I want.’
“It’s a very agile and iterative design process now. We start from the user and the problem,
and we’ll design and wire frame this very quickly to see if we understood. Wire frame is
two-dimensional and it asks: ‘What’s the process? We’re got to come from here to there –
what are the steps involved, was it easy to use?’
“We do that in a visual way first, fast and at low cost. It really drills down into the question:
will this solution provide the answer to whatever the client wants to do?”
Another example is a joint venture the company has with Massey University’s vet school.
“The problem was each vet student had a little red book used to show evidence of learned
competencies. The book got lost, got wet, got washed and even forged. And various people
had different interpretations of what constituted a successful procedure, so that was another
danger.
“{We said we could put it online, but they would need to prescribe the standards, the
operating procedures to be followed. We have done that. It means that a lot of time that used
to be spent checking all the red books can now be done online in a couple of days.
“So now Massey has decided to take Trackit Education global. There’s already an Australian
veterinary school that has decided to pick it up.”
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Innovation
precision
Rob Carruthers (Precision
Microcircuits)
Four in five of all ovens made in
the Southern hemisphere include a
microcircuit made at a factory near
the entrance to Mt Taranaki’s
famous Pouakai Crossing.

Top: Barrie (left) and son
Rob Carruthers in the chefcatered cafeteria at
Precision Engineering,
discussing one of Barrie’s
theories about weather.
Above: ?? monitors a
circuit printer.

Precision Microcircuits Ltd is the brainchild of semi-retired arch-innovator Barrie Carruthers
(85). Its predecessor began half a century ago in a garage near the mouth of the Awakino
River, making TV repeaters and devices to regulate everything from dog training collars to
pagers for fire fighters.
Carruthers’ interest in electronics started in the early 1940s, when he was eight years old and
wanted a radio. He started with a crystal set. “My older brother got the kit for me, but said I
had to put it together myself. I said I didn’t know how, but he said: ‘You’re about to learn,
aren’t you.’
“I reckoned I couldn’t, so after a week he gave me a pointer, and then I was okay. I look
back now and think he was right. It’s good to challenge kids to push themselves a bit.”
His first jobs were working as a technician for a couple of Wellington companies, where he
learned to service movie projectors and build sound amplifiers. But he hated spending all day
in what he describes as concrete bunkers, especially after growing up in the open spaces of
Lowry Bay.
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“I came out one day and decided that was it: what
jobs could I do out in the open air? It was after the
Second World War and I saw from job
advertisements there was a shortage of people for
primary industry – shearers, shepherds, roustabouts.
So I landed a job on a big sheep station at Taihape.”
It was the start of a long period working in various
rural areas, but most often North Taranaki.
In the early 1960s, a farmer living in a remote valley
bet Carruthers a dozen bottles of whisky he couldn’t
rig up TV reception for him.
“I went to New Plymouth library and read up about transmission feeder lines for amateur
radio transmitters,” he recalls in a family history. “I bought a little four-inch portable
television receiver and together with an antenna and some 300-ohm ribbon headed back to
Awakino.”
Long story short, a night or two later he and the farmer sat in a Land Rover on a hill 400
metres above the farmhouse, watching TV via the antenna rigged to a shovel handle. He then
ran fencing wires in parallel down to the house to carry the signal – and won the wager.
After seeing the need for a humane way to correct sheep dogs during training, he next came
up with a transmitter that could be used to send signals to a dog collar. Production began in a
two-storey garage in Awakino, but moved to New Plymouth by the late ‘60s when his next
idea – a paging system for fire brigades – took off.
The family decided city living wasn’t for them and in the early 1970sn bought the small farm
on Mangorei Rd where today’s manufacturing plant is located. The business prospered for a
while, but in a lesson for all innovators - especially on protecting intellectual property - fell
victim to a company takeover in the late 80s from which Carruthers took some years to
recover.
Precision Microcircuits, formed in 1995 and now run by Barrie’s son Rob, has perfected the
mass production of tiny components needed in a vast range of electronic goods and services,
including animal training systems, outdoor security products, military systems, health
products and domestic appliances.
The company is New Zealand’s only manufacturer of thick film microcircuits, which it
designs, tests, evaluates and manufactures as custom electronics solutions. It has pioneered
approaches to thick-film technology in which electronic components are layered to create
products suited to demanding operating environments.
They are produced on converted machinery run by a staff of 12, for whom the drudgery of
repetitive jobs has been virtually eliminated by clever inventions, complex assemblers driven
by compressed air.
Barrie Carruthers says one of his primary aims was to remove what he calls the “donkey”
jobs: “I thought, for goodness sake let’s not have people doing moronically repetitive things
if we can build a robot that will do them automatically.”
They found an unexpected bonus from moving to the foot of the Pouakai Ranges: the clear
air enabled unheard-off accuracy with the circuits. Even more precision has been achieved
with custom-made computer programs, written over the years by Rob Carruthers, working
without the benefit of formal training.
A lot of the company’s output is exported to China, Mexico and America, while in New
Zealand one of the biggest clients is Fisher & Paykel Healthcare.
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